What is in this document?

PDR’s vendor releases a major update to the PDR system every quarter. Releases include bug fixes, “behind the scenes” changes and updates to the user interface. This document highlights the major changes that will have an impact on PDR users.

**Continued Look and Feel Enhancements to Form and Team Overview screen to Improve Usability and Experience**

Among the enhancements:

- Font size, improved spacing and updated icons added to form screens to improve usability
- Writing Assistant button relabeled from *Cancel* to *Close*
- Text bolding used to clean up the layout of form
- Issues with blocks of blank spaces when printing forms have been remedied

**New Look for Route Map**
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- Checkmark indicates a finished step.
- Red circle indicates an active step. The people icon indicates a step where both the employee and manager can enter the form.
- Click for more information about the step.
- Lists what actions can be taken on this form.

Contact [PDR-Tech@mit.edu](mailto:PDR-Tech@mit.edu) for assistance.